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About This Game

It is March 15, 1920 and the town of Nikolayevsk-on-Amur has been overrun by mad men killing and burning everything in
sight. You are the last survivor of the Japanese expeditionary force in Siberia. You must fight to survive and in the end find a

way to save Harmony. Fight off soldiers driven mad by over consumption of varnish in the aftermath of the Nikolayevsk
incident (尼港事件). Search the area for radio parts to build a radio to call for help.

Try not die of exposure in the frozen Siberian countryside. Cut down trees and start fires to stay warm. Hunt deer and other
game and cook the meat to regain health. Explore the endless Siberian forest during the day and night. Use lights to illuminate

the way in the dark. Avoid dangerous meteorite fallout spread throughout the area or cover them with snow using a shovel.

· Loosely based on true events surrounding the 1920's Nikolayevsk incident

· Period weapons including Mosin rifle, Type 38 rifle, Nambu pistol, and Red 9 pistol

· Physics based inventory system

· Speed and warmth upgrades

· Trade with strange forest creatures

· Unique perma-death system
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· Day and night cycles based on your clock

· Infinite procedurally generated environments
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Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
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Daniel Mercier
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Minimum:

OS: windows XP or higher

Memory: 500 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Japanese
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saving you saving me harmony raines. saving harmony

Great game for those looking for...plot.... Pretty impressive game and the online assymetrical play is simply amazing. Plenty of
VR owners are wishing to play with friends all over the world and not just locally and this does this incredibly well.
The game runs smooth, the game mechanics are nice and the game feels well made and loved.

My only negatives would be the maps. There are only 3. I would love to see many more (maybe including player made)
and the VR Bots abilities. The scanners a bit lack luster and it would be better if you could enable certain options for custom
games such as ability cooldown instead of 1 times.

If you own a VR system and are looking for a game to play with your pc friends....this is it!
Look forwards to the updates.. I'm not slovakian, nor a fan of Slovakia but it was included in some bundle or another DLC and
those are very nice paint jobs :). This is not a good game... most of the puzzles become a guessing game and are kinda annoying
when you solve them but it makes no sense to you. The Enemies have a very basic and annoying AI that make them just straight
up annoying too. But i will recommend this game just for the fun coop experience, its very fun to play with a friend (if you're
both into puzzles and "horror"). If this game got a few fix ups it could be really good.

I do like the coop horror\/ coop puzzle "theme" of the game and i hope to see more games like this.. Certainly a good add-on
despite it's age and who could say no to another Class 47. As the name says Network Southeast that's what you get. You get two
versions of the scheme, original and revised. This applies to the 47 and the Mk2 coaching stock. Several free roams and
scenarios for the Great Western Mainline. Only negative is that the timetables leave little room for error and would simply get a
real driver fired.

Good news is if you're a serious simmer and enjoy this pack and want more out of it you can. Armstrong Powerhouse has a
sound pack for the Class 47 and one for the Mk1\/2 coaches. Also if you like to scenario build Armstrong also has a Mk1 coach
pack that also contains NSE stock and can be used in the worksop.

The add-on is usually $4.99 which is nice but some sales can bring it down to $1.50. Note: Windows Defender kept removing
files from this game, you might have to disable to install this, but it certainly seems like a false flag. This should be your first
fix!

Not very much here at all yet.

Everything functions very well, I think I could have a lot of fun with these if there were more to work towards than stars, maybe
tickets to buy animals, art, etc.

Very good proof of concept, I hope at some point Skeeball, multiple types of each game (harder coin pushers, etc), and more
gameplay within each (quests, currency to buy items, etc) will be in the final release.

recommend because it was only a dollar fifty. Having read the game brief, the idea of mixing Minesweeper with a 
roguelike/dungeon crawler really appealed to me. So far the game has been everything I had hoped it would be. There's character
and equipment upgrades, loads of different loot, random encounters, and a heap of unlockables. It reminds me of another steam
game Hand of Fate which also successfully blended a variety of different genres into a surprisingly coherent and enjoyable
game.

If the idea of the game strikes a chord with you, don't hesitate, you'll likely not regret your purchase.. This game is awesome!!!!
Love how fun it feels, has the same competitive edge that lots of other platformer brawlers have, but with four times as much
charm. Great work on this, team!!

When is the Cow Update coming out? I was looking forward to seeing the Cow. I really wanted the Cow. The Cow will be great
when he's implemented, can't wait for the Cow.
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a poorly writen game bgad graphix . the game was not worth the purchase ..

pooopy game. Three words to describe this game: Simple, Addictive, WAIT WHAT THIS ISN'T SIMPLE THIS IS
ACTUALLY REALLY DEEP AND COMPLICATED WHAT HAVE I GOTTEN MYSELF INTO.

This is one of those games that you start playing thinking "yeah ok this will probably amuse me for a couple hours" but that you
fall in love with pretty fast. It's a really simple concept that actually hides a really deep gameplay experience that keeps you on
your toes, and has you juggling a lot of things at once. It's also one of those games that makes you want to beat the keyboard to
death, because you just messed up a really simple routine set of instructions that you've done in the right order 100 times before
only now you've done it wrong and ended up with a satellite that now has the useful capacity of a really expensive paperweight
except its in orbit.

Oh yeah and you can name Satellites before you launch them, meaning that "My Sides" can literally be in orbit.

10/10 come for the memes stay for the fulfilment of childhood dreams.. It's not even close to FTL or X-COM, they wanted to
be, but failed.

Nevertheless you could try. 30min is enough to evaluate and claim refund.. Very nice movie from Valve about competetive
Counter Strike
Pro players true life stories about how hard they acomplished their dreams.
Watch it you will be touched.
"Eat, sleep, breath, Counter Strike" ~Olofmeister. Looks cute but shoddy controls and a nauseating camera make this game
essentially unplayable.. point and click game with a wonderful story, if you enjoy dark stories, this is one you want to play. Very
nice looking game. plays really well but did make me feel a little sick - but I'll stay with it. Recommeneded. Move your
awkward shape brick round a tight maze.
Solid puzzle game with a few different mechanics like disappearing blocks, moving blocks, and a teleporter, to keep things
interesting for the 50 levels of each section you go through.
It can get a little samey, it could do with more to it for the length of game it is.

For the price though, you get plenty of game to get through that can get taxing but never too difficult.. This game is fun for
about an hour...... Its so amazingly bad that the bugs make it hilarious. I play a lot of early access games and this one seems like
they should have waited longer before rolling it out. Sadly there are not many playing this game so the experience lacks as you
are playing lobby simulator most of the time. I tried this game via the free weekend they had.. We had a lot of fun playing the
game, interesting concept, neat puzzles. Wouldn't buy until more than 3 levels are available, once all the levels are up we would
definitley reccomend for the full price!

Check out the gameplay for yourself if you want to know what the early access game is like!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6EBPC3uYoIY
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